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xbox wasn't the first game that featured realistic looking environments, but it did the most to make realistic worlds
come to the forefront. prior to that, games pretty much looked like they did in films -- flat and 2d. but with the
technology of the xbox, games could come closer to reality than ever before. xbox is also the first console to

include a hard drive, meaning that games have never been more playable or able to store more content. the xbox
also doubles as a cd/dvd player, which is one of the few consoles to ever be this versatile. port royale 2 was the

first game where i actually got the sense that the game had a future. it's the first where i actually thought that the
game would be fun to play when it was done. also, i just felt good about the game. it was the first rpg where i felt
that i could actually save the world. among other super nintendo classics, it's hard to pick one, but 1989's super

mario bros 3 is a close second. it's the least advanced game, and the gameplay is still straightforward, but it's got
the super mario bros. charm. besides the added 3d, the biggest addition are the more complex level design and
some new items/powerups. though a genre unto itself, its no surprise that epic adventures became an important
component of videogame narrative. the game features a main character, a story involving other characters, and

events of varying sizes. though it started as a simple role playing game, we've since seen games with similar
concepts become all the rage, like final fantasy xii. the japanese rpg is one of the most popular genres of all time,

so it's no surprise that gaming started to reflect on a japanese influence after the '80s. western games, which
started out as western adventures started to incorporate japanese cultural influences. the look and feel of final

fantasy is derived from final fantasy: legend of the crystals, a game done by square, but of course by enix.
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as the 8 bit consoles have been displaced with 16 and 32 bit systems, we have seen a slight shift in
the market as well. the majority of new games are now done in either 3d or 2d with a few

exceptions. the 3d trend started as a platform that could match the graphics of pc games, but as
that market share has decreased, so has the total market. while it's not generally accepted, a lot of

gamers feel that while there are still good reasons to get a 3d platform, the aaa games on it are thin.
the '90s saw the rise of the action game. while earlier games were more centered on the story, the

'90s became the golden age of the story over gameplay. we saw this first with crash bandicoot.
many games followed in his footsteps, mainly on the nintendo 64. since then, games like gex and

contra have set a new standard for the action genre. having lived through the golden age of arcades,
game over planned on developing its own arcade gaming hardware, but development got caught up
in the bust of the late '90s. when the crunch bros. closed down that company's tooling, it went into
the hands of developers and designers for more than a decade -- a period that included its creation

of the dreamcast, which shared that company's love for oddball pizazz. while it has yet to really
threaten the titanic japanese companies in terms of software development, koch media is well on its
way to assembling a video game empire out of the pc and portable market. with its steam, gog and
playism streaming platforms, the developer has established itself as a serious player in the digital
distribution sphere, and is now turning its attention toward the console market with its koch media

studio. 5ec8ef588b
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